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Primary	to	Secondary	 30	 106	 28%	
Secondary	to	Cultivated	 34	 108	 31%	






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































68	 11	 6	 341	



























































Habitat  Simpson Entropy Comparison Difference % increase 
P 3.86 C/S 1.68 61.31% 
S 2.74	 C/P 2.8 72.54% 
C 1.06	 S/P 1.12 29.02%      
Habitat  Gini-Simpson (transformed) Comparison Difference % increase 
P 25.58	 C/S 11.47 67.23% 
S 17.06	 C/P 19.99 78.15% 



























































































































Regional Family Dominance Curve
